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Abstract: In this work, searching the symptoms and suggestions about prolotherapy is the android application which is a useful app for
the users to the submitted symptoms. It consists of user and the doctors. The doctor adds the symptoms for each and every disease. Also,
nearby hospitals and doctors are provided, so treatment can be given easily to avoid severe problems.
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1. Introduction
Prolotherapy is a rehabilitation of an incompetent structure
of ligament or tendon, by the induced proliferation of new
cells. Most Prolotherapy treatment involves the injection of
solutions at the fibro-osseous junctions or enthesis at which
the point of tendons and ligaments attach to the bone, to
induce an inflammatory reaction. This induction of
inflammatory healing cascade will initiate the regeneration
and repair of the injured tissues in and around the joint as
well as stabilizing and eliminating the sources of most
musculoskeletal pain. Prolotherapy is an ideal treatment for
chronic skeletal pains, sprained, injured or ligaments in
some conditions such as joint instability involving the
peripheral and spinal joints tissues in and around the joint as
well as stabilizing and eliminating the sources of most
musculoskeletal pain. Prolotherapy can be an ideal
treatment for chronic musculoskeletal pain caused by
sprained, injured or torn tendons and/or ligaments in such
conditions as joint in stability, ligament laxity and
tendinopathy including tendinosis; as well as other
conditions such as enthesopathies and degenerative
osteoarthritis involving the peripheral and spinal joints.

2. Modules
View vaccination level
After getting suggestion based on the symptoms, the user
can get symptoms, can get an idea about their health
condition. So based on that he\she will take the vaccine
suitable for his health.

View suggested diseases
User will view all the diseases so that he\she will see all the
symptoms after that whatever symptoms are matching for
their health condition he\she will analyze and they will get
treatment for that particular disease.

Add vaccination level: Doctors add the vaccination level
for the disease based on the disease and for that particular
disease they will suggest the duration for each and every
vaccine.
View nearby hospitals & doctors: After getting
information regarding vaccine and then they will get all
details of the hospital and corresponding doctors for those
particular symptoms matching for the patient.
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Add symptoms & disease: In this, diseases which are
existing and what are the symptoms that will cause that
particular disease, based on this admin will add all the
details.

4. Results

Add nearby hospitals & doctors: In this Hospital will
register and that will automatically add database and also
the same doctor will have registration and then they will
Login and by this, we can add hospitals and Doctors.

3. Data Flow Diagram
A data flow diagram is a graphical tool which is used to
describe and analyze the movement of data through a
system. These are the central tools and the basis from
which other components are developed. The transformation
of data from input to output may be described logically and
independent of physical components associated with
systems. The physical data flow diagram shows the actual
implementation and transformation of data between people,
departments, and workstations.

Use Case Diagram
Use cases are the scenarios for understanding system
requirements. A use case is an interaction between users
and a system. A Usecase diagram captures Case actors and
interactions. Outside things interact at the system boundary
and the response of the system. A use case may have a
name, although it is typically not a simple name. It is often
written as an informal text description of the actors and the
sequences of events between objects.

5. Conclusion
We have discussed the project flow and the architecture of
searching the symptoms and suggestions about
prolotherapy. That how the doctor adds the symptoms and
disease and how the user views the suggested disease for
the submitted symptoms. Through this application, it is
proved that this is the application which is useful for the
users to reveal their location details to their friend are
family members immediately.
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